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Appendix 2 
Fatah hate, violence, and terror promotion  

continues in 2017 
 
Introduction:    
Whereas this report Fatah Votes for Terror focuses on Fatah’s terror promotion during 
the Palestinian terror wave of 2015- 2016, it is important to note that even when there is 
no active terror campaign underway, Fatah continues to promote hatred, violence, and 
terror. This appendix is a partial collection of items Palestinian Media Watch has 
documented in just the first two and a half months of 2017, organized by date.  
 
Fatah parade celebrates terrorist who murdered 37 
Headline: “Fatah held a military parade for the anniversary of its Launch in Bethlehem” 
 

Large poster of Dalal Mughrabi 
  
 
Text on poster: "Bethlehem branch of the Fatah Movement” 
 

 
Fatah Central Committee Deputy Secretary and Head of the 
Supreme Council for Sport and Youth Affairs Jibril Rajoub 
holds child at the parade. 

Posters of Dalal Mughrabi, PA Chairman 
Mahmoud Abbas, and Yasser Arafat 
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“The Fatah branch in Bethlehem held a military parade today, Sunday [Jan. 1, 
2017], on the 52nd anniversary of the outbreak of the Palestinian revolution and 
the Launch (Intilaqa) of the Fatah Movement. 
Taking part in the military parade were the organizational branches, the student 
organizations, groups of masked people, and the Sisters of Dalal [committee of 
Fatah’s Shabiba student movement], who passed through the streets of the 
city… 
Taking part in the reception of the military parade were several of the new 
members of the [Fatah] Movement Central Committee, heads of the [PA] 
Security Forces, secretaries of the organizational branches, and the official and 
popular institutions… 
[Fatah] Movement Central Committee member ‘Abu Jihad’ [Mahmoud] Al-Aloul 
gave a speech in which he blessed the Palestinian people on the day of the 
Launch and Christmas, and emphasized the historic role of Fatah from the 
revolution until the PA and the building of the institutions of the future Palestinian 
state.” 

[Ma’an, independent Palestinian news agency, Jan. 1, 2017] 
 
Intilaqa - "the Launch" refers to the beginning of Fatah on Jan. 1, 1965, when it carried 
out its first terror attack against Israel, attempting to blow up Israel's National Water 
Carrier 
 
Jibril Rajoub also holds the following positions: Head of the Supreme Council for Sport 
and Youth Affairs, Chairman of the Palestinian Football Association, Chairman of the 
Palestine Olympic Committee, and Chairman of the Palestinian Scout Association 
(PSA). 
 
Fatah leader: Dalal Mughrabi (murderer of 37), teaches that "Palestinian woman is 
a partner in the national struggle" 
 
Official PA TV program Panorama of the Hour interviews former Fatah Central 
Committee member Amal Hamad: 

“Dalal Mughrabi (i.e., terrorist, murdered 37, 12 of them children) led a group of 
her comrades in quality operations, and in a quality operation she established a 
[Palestinian] state inside a bus. 
Dalal was a woman, a sister from Fatah, and a fighter. She bore the flag from the 
beginning, and defended the Palestinian national project, defended the 
Palestinian people, resisted the occupier, and sent messages in every direction. 
The most important is that the Palestinian woman is a partner in the national 
struggle in all the ways and means. She is the mother, wife, sister, beloved, and 
partner, but she is also part of the resistance and the fighter who carries a rifle. 
She is the prisoner, and she is the Martyrdom-seeker. If we are to talk about the 
sisters, we have female Martyrdom-seekers from the first Intifada (i.e., 
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Palestinian wave of violence and terror against Israel, 1987-1993) and second 
Intifada (i.e., PA terror campaign 2000-2005).” 

[Official PA TV, Jan. 1, 2017] 
  
Fatah youth procession in 
Bethlehem bears photos of terrorist 
who murdered 37 civilians  

 
Posted text: "The Fatah 
tsunami – [the ceremony for] 
the 52nd [anniversary] of the 
Launch (Intilaqa), organized by 
the committees of the high 
school Shabiba [Fatah youth 
movement] in the Fatah 
Movement's Bethlehem branch" 

 
Fatah members at the rally carry a 
sign with a picture of Dalal Mughrabi, 
terrorist who murdered 37 Israeli 
civilians including 12 children. 
 

Text on sign: "The Fatah 
Movement – Bethlehem branch 
[Palestinian universities' Fatah] 
Committee of Sisters of Dalal 
Mughrabi 
The Shabiba high school 
committees " 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 2, 
2017] 

 
Fatah Facebook: "The rifle suits 
you" 
Image and text posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 
 

Posted text:  
“Fatah man [is written] on your 
forehead, the rifle suits you 
The march of the 52nd 
[anniversary of the] Launch 
(Intilaqa), Bethlehem branch” 
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The image shows the march, with masked participants wearing Fatah headbands 
and carrying Fatah and Palestinian flags. 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 3, 2017] 
 
Fatah glorifies terrorist bomber: "We will die standing and will not kneel" 
Text and image posted on the official Fatah Facebook page 

 
Posted text:  
"Martyr (Shahid) commander 
Abu Ali Iyad 
Commander of the squad that 
carried out the Eilabun 
Tunnel (i.e., the Israeli 
National Water Carrier) 
bombing operation 
Jan. 1, 1965 
We will die standing and will 
not kneel" 
 
Text on image: "Martyr 
commander Abu Ali Iyad" 

[Official Fatah Facebook page,  
Jan. 3, 2017] 

 
Advisor to Abbas, and senior 
Fatah member: "Palestinian 
intifada will break out" if US 
embassy is moved to Jerusalem 

Headline: "Sultan Abu Al-Einein: Transferring the American embassy to 
Jerusalem will lead to bloodshed" 
"Fatah Movement leadership member [and advisor to PA Chairman Mahmoud 
Abbas on NGOs] Sultan Abu Al-Einein said that a strong Palestinian intifada will 
break out in the Palestinian territories if American President-elect Donald Trump 
keeps his promise to transfer the American embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. 
Likewise, he said that it is a foolish step that will ignite the situation in the street, 
and added during a TV interview that this will increase the Palestinian rage that 
has been caused by the Israeli arrogance of continuing the construction of the 
settlements." 

[Wattan (independent Palestinian news agency) , Jan. 4, 2017] 
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Child in Fatah parade holds poster of Abu Jihad, terrorist responsible for 125 
murders  
 

  
 
Posted text: “The Fatah Movement organized a demonstration in the city of 
Tubas on the 52nd anniversary of the Launch (Intilaqa) of the Palestinian 
revolution” 

 
The image shows a boy carrying a poster of terrorist Khalil Al-Wazir “Abu Jihad,” 
responsible for the deaths of 125. 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 4, 2017] 
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Fatah: We watered our land with 
blood 
Image and text posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 

 
Posted text: 
“Fatah means full readiness to 
sacrifice and faith in Allah, and 
afterwards in the inevitable 
victory, in the justice of the 
cause, and in the national unity. 
We were born as rebels on the 
land of [Prophet] Muhammad’s 
Night Journey and Ascent to 
Heaven; we carried out intifada 
as free men and we embraced 
the land, pure and washed in 
blood with which we watered 
our land for freedom and 
independence.” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 4, 
2017] 

 
 
 
 
Fatah Facebook commemorates anniversary of death of Hamas terrorist bomb 
maker Yahya Ayyash 
Images and text posted on the official Fatah Facebook page 
 

Posted text: “Today is the anniversary of [the death of] Martyr (Shahid) engineer 
Yahya Ayyash (i.e., Hamas terrorist bomb-maker). The revolutionaries never die, 
and the path of the Fatah Movement will remain the path of the Martyrs and the 
path of Yasser Arafat. 
We will continue on the path of national unity” 
 

The images show Hamas terrorist bomb-maker Yahya Ayyash, and newspaper articles 
from the day after he was killed by Israeli security forces on Jan. 5, 1996, including 
pictures of senior Hamas leader Mahmoud Al-Zahar and Yasser Arafat. 
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Text under the picture of 
Arafat in the front page article 
under a red headline: “[PA] 
President Yasser Arafat 
consoles [senior Hamas leader] 
Dr. Mahmoud Al-Zahar in his 
home over the death as a 
Martyr of engineer Yahya 
Ayyash.” 
 
Text under the picture of 
Arafat in the front page article 
under a black headline: “[PA] 
President [Yasser Arafat] 
makes a condolence visit to the 
home of [senior Hamas leader 
Mahmoud] Al-Zahar following 
the death as a Martyr of 
engineer [Yahya Ayyash].” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 5, 
2017] 

 
Armed masked men march in Fatah 
rally in Qalandiya 
Images and text posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 

 
Posted text: “The Fatah 
Movement in the Qalandiya 
refugee camp marks the 52nd 
anniversary of the Launch 
(Intilaqa) of the Palestinian 
revolution – the Launch of the 
Fatah rebel” 
 
The images show armed 
masked men taking part in the 
Fatah rally. 

 
[Official Fatah Facebook page,  

Jan. 6, 2017] 
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Abbas inaugurates street named 
after archbishop who smuggled 
weapons to Palestinian terrorists 
Image and text posted on the 
Facebook page of PA Chairman 
Mahmoud Abbas 

 
Posted text: “[PA] President 
[Mahmoud Abbas] inaugurated 
Archbishop [Hilarion] Capucci 
Street and Mahmoud Abbas 
Street in Beit Sahour. 
President of the State of 
Palestine Mahmoud Abbas this 
afternoon, Friday [Jan. 6, 2017], 
inaugurated Archbishop Hilarion 
Capucci Street and Mahmoud 
Abbas Street in the city of Beit 
Sahour… 
The president praised the 
contributions of [former Greek 
Catholic] Archbishop [of 
Jerusalem] Hilarion Capucci, 
who was recognized thanks to 
his great support of the Palestinian cause. His Honor [Abbas] said: ‘We have lost 
a great national fighter and a tenacious Palestinian resistance fighter, and that is 
Archbishop Hilarion Capucci, a son of Palestine, who sacrificed much for his 
second homeland of Palestine, for originally he was from the city of Aleppo in 
Syria. He left clear and influential fingerprints on the path of the Palestinian 
revolution, and we thank the city of Beit Sahour for naming one of the city’s 
streets after him.’” 
 
The image shows PA Chairman Mahmoud Abbas unveiling the street sign: 
“Archbishop Hilarion Capucci Street – Jan. 6, 2017” 

 
[Facebook page of PA Chairman Mahmoud Abbas, Jan. 6, 2017;  

Official PA daily Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, Jan. 7, 2017] 
 

Fatah organizes “house of mourning” for archbishop who smuggled weapons to 
Palestinian terrorists 
Image and text posted on the official Fatah Facebook page 
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Posted text: “An invitation to 
participate in the house of 
mourning for great fighter 
[former Greek Catholic] 
Archbishop [of Jerusalem] 
Hilarion Capucci” 
 

The image shows the invitation, 
featuring a picture of Hilarion Capucci 
in the upper right corner, and the 
Fatah logo that includes a grenade, 
crossed rifles, and the PA map of 
“Palestine” that presents all of Israel 
as “Palestine” together with the PA 
areas. 
 

Text on image: “The 
Information Committee of 
Fatah’s Mobilization and 
Organization Commission 
House of mourning for a fighter 
Fatah’s Mobilization and 
Organization Commission 
invites you to participate in the 
house of mourning for the great 
pan-Arab Martyr (Shahid) 
Archbishop Hilarion Capucci 
On Wednesday, Jan. 11, 2017, 
at the [Greek] Catholic Lady of the Annunciation Church in Ramallah, next to the 
municipality. The mourners' visit will be from 5:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m. 
A mass will also be held for the ascent of his pure soul this coming Friday, Jan. 
13, 2017, at 10:00 a.m. at the same church.” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 7, 2017] 
 

Girl chants at Fatah rally: “Death is 
insignificant… I love Palestine, 
blood is spilled for it”  
Fatah rally in Asira Al-Shamaliya, 
north of Nablus  

Young girl at rally:  
"I belong to Fatah, so I have no 
fear  
I love Jerusalem, the Al-Aqsa 
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[Mosque], Gaza, Haifa, and the Negev  
I walk in the path of heroes who wrote the book of Fatah  
I love the dear homeland - death is insignificant, O Arabs  
I love Palestine - the blood is spilled for it  
This is what Yasser [Arafat] called for...  
He announced: For the sake of Jerusalem my path is burning. 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 8, 2017] 
 

Senior Fatah official: "Attempts [to move the US embassy to Jerusalem] are liable 
to inflame the violence and create an atmosphere that will lead to more tension” 

Headline: "Erekat: The attempts of the American Congress to revoke or modify 
[UN] Resolution 2334 are a revolt and incitement against international law" 
"Secretary[-General] of the PLO Executive Committee [and Fatah Central 
Committee member] Saeb Erekat yesterday [Jan. 7, 2017] condemned the 
American Congress vote by a large majority to condemn [UN] Security Council 
Resolution 2334 against the settlements, and its intention to revoke or modify the 
UN resolution and stop the UN funding. This is concurrent with submitting a bill 
regarding the transfer of the American embassy to Jerusalem. He described 
these regretful attempts as a revolt and incitement against international law and 
the UN resolutions…  
Erekat referred to the coordination in submitting initiatives and bills that contradict 
international law and destroy the chances of peace, including the initiative of the 
occupation's [Israeli] Minister of Education Naftali Bennett. He expressed the firm 
opposition of our people and its leadership, and warned of the dangers in these 
hostile plans, which our people will fight against with all legal, political, and 
popular means (term refers to events that include violence against Israeli civilians 
such as rock- throwing, stabbings, and even shootings -Ed.) ." 

[Official PA daily, Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, Jan. 8, 2017]  
 

Fatah spokesman: "Any step regarding transferring the American embassy from 
Tel Aviv to East Jerusalem will directly cause an explosion" 

Headline: "Fatah: Transferring the American embassy to East Jerusalem means 
an explosion of the situation in the region" 
"Fatah Movement Spokesman Osama Al-Qawasmi said that East Jerusalem is a 
red line, and it is the capital of the Palestinian state that is recognized by the UN, 
and part of the Palestinian territories that were occupied in 1967. He added that 
any step regarding transferring the American embassy from Tel Aviv to East 
Jerusalem will directly cause an explosion of the situation in the region in 
general." 

[WAFA, official PA news agency, Jan. 8, 2017] 
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Fatah official warns against "igniting the region" and instigating "a new religious 
war" by moving the US embassy to Jerusalem 

Headline: "Issa: Transferring the American embassy to Jerusalem will ignite a 
religious war in the region" 
"Expert on international law, Fatah Revolutionary Council member [and 
Secretary-General of the PA Islamic-Christian Council for Jerusalem and the 
Holy Places] Dr. Hanna Issa warned against igniting the region if the American 
embassy is transferred to occupied Jerusalem, and warned of a religious war. 
Issa said in an interview with Radio Mawtini today, Sunday [Jan. 8, 2017]: 'I 
cannot predict what the response will be to the transfer of the American embassy 
to Jerusalem.’" 

[WAFA, official PA news agency, Jan. 8, 2017] 
 

Fatah official calls on Arab states to close US embassies in their countries in 
response to planned US embassy move to Jerusalem 

Headline: "Al-Aloul: We will continue to besiege the occupation in all of the 
international forums" 
"Fatah Central Committee member Mahmoud Al-Aloul… said: 'While the US is 
striving to transfer its embassy to Jerusalem, we think that the Arab and Islamic 
states must close the US embassies in them in order to prevent this step and to 
fight this trend that denies the right of the Palestinian people to Jerusalem, the 
capital of the independent Palestinian state." 

[Official PA daily, Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, Jan. 8, 2017] 
 
Fatah members wear “suicide belts” and carry knives, celebrating Fatah’s 52nd 
anniversary at rally in Ramallah 
Fatah-run Awdah TV program Pulse of the Homeland, on a Fatah parade in Ramallah in 
honor of the 52nd anniversary of “the Launch” (Intilaqa) of Fatah 
 
Fatah-run Awdah TV reporter: "The 
Fatah Movement will defend the 
Palestinian national project. Fatah will 
continue to be like the phoenix that 
rises out of the fire and the ruins. Dear 
viewers, the anniversary of the 
Palestinian revolution, the 52nd 
anniversary of the Launch of Fatah."  
"History knows [Fatah]  
The winds of time have not erased it  
History knows Fatah  
The winds of time have not erased it  
The mother that everyone loves  
It will never renounce its principles  
The mother that everyone loves  
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It will never renounce its principles"  
 
Visuals:  
• Masked Fatah members carrying knives  
• Masked Fatah members wearing mock suicide belts and holding detonators 

[Fatah-run Awdah TV, Jan. 8, 2017] 
 

Fatah rally honors murderers, Fatah TV adds songs promoting violence 
Fatah rally in Asira Al-Shamaliya, north of Nablus  

 
Songs: “From my wounds, my 
weapon has emerged. O, our 
revolution, my weapon has 
emerged  
No force in the world can 
remove the weapon from my 
hand  
He who offers his blood does 
not care if his blood flows upon 
the ground  
As the weapon of the revolution 
is in my hand, so my presence 
will be forced [upon Israel]  
My weapon has emerged..."  
 
"Whoever doesn't protect the land isn't one of its men  
To its men, to its men, the revolution calls to its men...”  
 
Speaker at ceremony: “The one with great determination, engineer of the 
clashes - the prisoner Zaid Younes (i.e., involved in suicide attack and murder of 
2) who is serving a life sentence... The prisoner's relatives are invited to receive 
the plaque of glory and honor...  
We stand in honor of the prisoner who encountered [Israelis] at the closest 
range... Nael Yassin (i.e., murdered 1)... who is serving 3 life sentences...”  

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 8, 2017] 
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Fatah holds sit-in strike for terrorists, including planner of suicide bombing at 
Bat-Mitzvah celebration 
Image and text posted on the official Fatah Facebook page 

 
Posted text:  
“An invitation to participate in a 
sit-in strike [for] the prisoners 
The Tulkarem branch of the 
Fatah Movement calls on you to 
participate tomorrow, Tuesday, 
Jan. 10, 2016 (sic., 2017), at 
10:00 a.m. in the weekly central 
sit-in strike of the prisoners’ 
relatives in front of the Red 
Cross headquarters in 
Tulkarem, as a sign of solidarity 
with prisoners Mansour Shreim 
(i.e., terrorist, responsible for 
the murder of 11) and [Thaer] 
Hammad (i.e., terrorist, 
murdered 10) who are in 
isolation.” 
 
Text on image:  
“Our prisoners are [a source of] 
pride in the era of humiliation 
The Tulkarem branch of the 
Fatah Movement 
Freedom to the freedom 
prisoners 
Prisoner Commander General 
Mansour Shreim 
Date of arrest: Nov. 22, 2002 
Sentenced to 14 life sentences 
and another 50 years, in 
isolation in Ashkelon Prison” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 9, 
2017] 
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Fatah highlights trending hashtag on Twitter in Turkey following truck-ramming 
that killed 4: #PalestinianResistanceIsNotTerror 
Image and text posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 

 
Posted text: “The hashtag 
#FilistinDirenişiTerörDeğildir –
 #PalestinianResistanceIsNotTerr
or – takes sixth place [in the 
Twitter rankings] in Turkey as a 
sign of opposition to Turkish 
Prime Minister [Binali Yildirim’s] 
statements condemning the 
Jerusalem operation (i.e., terror 
attack, 4 murdered, over 15 
wounded)” 
 
The image presents a screenshot 
from Twitter, showing that the 
indicated hashtag is ranked in 
sixth place in Turkey. 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 9, 
2017] 
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Fatah TV music video with footage of stabbing attack encourages Martyrdom for 
Al-Aqsa: “O our Martyr, we must follow in your footsteps” 
Fatah-run Awdah TV, music video “Heroes of Al-Aqsa" by singer Firas Al-Burini  

 
Lyrics: "Our Jerusalem, we’re 
at your service when you ask...  
Our Jerusalem is a jewel of gold 
in the crown of the Arabs  
O sun that lights up the 
homeland and is not 
extinguished  
O [Israeli Prime Minister] 
Netanyahu, listen or we'll make 
you listen  
Your army needs to disappear 
from Palestine..."  
 
Visuals of: Stabbing attack by terrorist Muhammad Sa’id Ali, who wounded 3 
Israeli police officers  
Clashes between Palestinian rioters and Israeli soldiers  
 
"No matter how wide our Al-Aqsa is, there will be no place for you (i.e., Israel)  
It won't allow a division (i.e., of prayer times for Muslims and Jews)  
If you are not convinced, we'll convince you by force...  
O our Martyr, we must follow in your footsteps  
The homeland’s wound has been healed by your blow [against Israel]."  

[Fatah-run Awdah TV, Jan. 9, 2017] 
 
"Division" of the Al-Aqsa Mosque refers to a proposed law (May 2013) being reviewed 
in Israeli Parliament that would allow for both Jews and Muslims to pray on the Temple 
Mount - what the Palestinians call the Al-Aqsa Mosque plaza. The law seeks to 
designate separate prayer times and areas of the site for Muslims and Jews. However, 
Israeli PM Netanyahu has stated on many occasions that the Israeli government has no 
intention of changing the status quo on the Temple Mount, which means Jews are 
allowed to enter the Temple Mount, but cannot pray there or engage in any type of 
worship. 

 
Fatah official: Moving the US embassy to Jerusalem will “will drag the region into 
a situation of tension, more violence, and a threat to the interests of the US” 

Headline: “Radwan: Transferring the American embassy to Jerusalem is 
aggression” 
“Fatah Revolutionary Council member Raed Radwan said that transferring the 
American embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, if this is indeed carried out, is a 
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type of aggression towards the Palestinian people, its holy places, and its 
principles, and an explicit declaration that the American embassy sides with the 
Israeli occupation. 
In a radio interview yesterday [Jan. 10, 2017], Radwan emphasized the unity of 
the Palestinian people against the attempts to legitimize the settlements and the 
occupation. He said: ‘There are institutions of the American administration and 
state institutions which will prevent Trump from fulfilling this promise, which will 
drag the region into a situation of tension, more violence, and a threat to the 
interests of the US in the Arab and Islamic world.’” 

[Official PA daily, Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, Jan. 11, 2017] 
 
Armed masked men at Fatah student movement rally 
Images and text posted on the official Fatah Facebook page  

 
Posted text: “The Shabiba 
student movement, the student 
wing of the Fatah Movement, at 
Birzeit University held a large 
military demonstration on the 
52nd anniversary of the Launch 
(Intilaqa) of the Palestinian 
revolution and the breaking out 
of the Fatah rebel” 
 

The pictures show the event, and in 
them masked terrorists in military 
uniforms, keffiyehs (Arab headdress), 
and Fatah headbands can be seen 
holding M-16 semi-assault rifles. 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 
12, 2017] 
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Fatah posts pic showing terrorist 
who murdered 9 holding M-16 semi-
assault rifle 
Text and image posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 

 
Posted text:  
"#Falcon_ of_the[_Al-
Aqsa_Martyrs']_Brigades (i.e., 
Fatah's military wing) 
#The_settler_hunter 
#Martyr (Shahid)_commander 
#Raed_Al-Karmi (i.e., terrorist, 
responsible for the murder of 9 
Israelis)" 
 

The image shows terrorist Raed Al-
Karmi wearing a keffiyeh (Arab 
headdress) and holding an M-16 semi-
assault rifle, and the Dome of the Rock in the 
background. 
 

Text on image:  
"Falcon of the Brigades 
Martyr 
Raed Al-Karmi 
2002-2017 
#The_settler_hunter" 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 12, 2017] 
 

 
Fatah glorifies "Martyr" who murdered 9 
Israelis 
Text and picture posted on the official Fatah 
Facebook page 

 
Posted text: "Jan. 14, 2002 - in two 
days it will be the anniversary of the 
assassination of Martyr (Shahid) 
commander quick-responding Raed 
Al-Karmi (i.e., terrorist, responsible for 
the murder of 9), a senior member of 
the Al-Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigades (i.e., 
Fatah’s military wing) in Tulkarem" 
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[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 12, 2017] 
 
Abbas poses with young boy 
holding photo of terrorist Dalal 
Mughrabi  

 
PA Chairman Mahmoud Abbas poses 
with a young boy, holding a picture 
from a Fatah rally which shows a 
poster of terrorist Dalal Mughrabi, who 
led the murder of 37 civilians, including 
12 children.  

[Source: Official Fatah Facebook 
page, Jan. 13, 2017] 

 
 
Fatah glorifies murderer of 9: "He 
loved the game ‘Jews and Arabs’... 
He always played the role of the 
Arab who, with his simple weapon, 
attacked the treacherous Jew" 
Image and text posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 
 
The image shows terrorist Raed Al-
Karmi, who was responsible for the 
murder of 9 Israelis, holding two M-16 
semi-assault rifles. In the upper right-
hand corner of the image appears the 
logo of the Al-Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigades 
(Fatah’s military wing), which includes 
the Dome of the Rock and two rifles. 
 

Posted text: “The anniversary of 
the death as a Martyr (Shahid) of 
quick-responding Raed Al-Karmi 
 
Jan. 14 of every year is the 
anniversary of the death as a Martyr of quick-responding heroic commander 
Raed Sa’id Al-Karmi ‘Abu Filastin’ from the city of Tulkarem, and of the 
outstanding founding commanders of the Al-Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigades (i.e., Fatah’s 
military wing) in the West Bank districts… 
He was known for his nationalism from his childhood and went through all of the 
stages connected to the national struggle. He was a simple and modest man who 
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did not have a higher education, as he did not complete junior high school 
studies, and in this way a difficult life course began that influenced the shaping 
and formation of his national personality later on… 
 
He loved the game ‘Jews and Arabs,’ a game that children of the 
neighborhood would play. He always played the role of the Arab who, with 
his simple weapon, attacked the treacherous Jew who occupied his 
homeland and settled in it… 
 
Fear began to permeate the ranks of the occupation army when Al-Karmi 
succeeded in killing approximately 12 Israeli soldiers and civilians (sic., 9), and 
thus a decision was made to assassinate him by the most senior leader of the 
[Zionist] entity state, criminal [former Israeli Prime Minister Ariel] Sharon… 
 
Our heroic Martyr Al-Karmi died from an explosive that the Zionist Israeli Security 
Agency planted in the wall of the cemetery, next to which he passed on his way 
to his wife in the eastern part of the city of Tulkarem on Jan. 14, 2002… and the 
brigades declared a renewal of their armed activity against the occupation. 
 
The Martyrdom-seeking (Istish’had) operations began (i.e., suicide bombings), 
and the burning of the [second] Intifada (i.e., PA terror campaign 2000-2005) 
began to grow. After the assassination of Al-Karmi the resistance fighters 
imposed a curfew on the residents, soldiers, and settlements of the Palestinian 
West Bank and the Gaza Strip, and succeeded in carrying out a number of 
operations on the same day on which Al-Karmi died as a Martyr, including the 
attack on a convoy of Israeli soldiers, which led to great losses among their ranks 
(1 soldier was murdered and another wounded –Ed.). 
 
The following day (sic., Jan. 17, 2002) a quality response took place, as self-
sacrificing fighter (Fida’i) Abd Al-Salam Hassouna succeeded in crossing the 
occupation’s checkpoints and carrying out a quality Martyrdom-seeking operation 
in one of the halls of joy, and turned it into a hall of sadness (i.e., murdered 6 at a 
Bat Mitzvah celebration). Likewise, Martyr Sa’id Ramadan carried out a 
Martyrdom-seeking operation (i.e., terror attack, 2 murdered) in Jerusalem, and a 
response also came from the brigade of female Martyrdom-seekers, as heroic 
Martyr Wafa Idris carried out her heroic operation (i.e., first Palestinian female 
suicide bombing, 1 murdered) that sowed fear among the sons of Zion. 
 
The response in Gaza was hard, and came from a number of Martyrdom-seekers 
– prime among them heroic Martyr Muhammad Al-Qasir who carried out the 
Kissufim checkpoint operation (i.e., terrorist attack, 3 murdered) in southern 
Gaza, Martyrdom-seeker Ayman Samir Joudeh who carried out his heroic 
operation and invaded the office compound of the Beit Hanoun-Erez checkpoint 
and eliminated all those who were in it (sic., Joudeh murdered 1 before being 
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shot and killed by Israeli border policemen at the scene), and the invasion 
operation (i.e., terrorist attack, 1 murdered) of Martyrdom-seeker Muhammad Al-
Qattawi into the settlement of Netzarim in the center of the Gaza Strip. 
 
In the month following the death as a Martyr of Al-Karmi, the coward Sharon’s 
decision cost 133 killed Israelis (sic., from Jan. 14 – Feb. 14, 2002, a total of 23 
people were murdered by Palestinian terrorists) and hundreds were wounded 
and disabled.” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 14, 2017] 
 
Fatah: US embassy move "will open the gates of hell" 

Headline: “Fatah: Transferring the American embassy to Jerusalem will open the 
gates of hell” 
“The Fatah Movement said that if the American embassy is transferred to East 
Jerusalem (a Jerusalem location for the embassy has not yet been specified –
Ed.), the gates of hell will open in the region and in the world. It added that this 
will prevent any chance of peace and stability in the region. 
Fatah Revolutionary Council member and spokesman Osama Al-Qawasmi 
emphasized… that Fatah, the Palestinian people, and all free people in the world 
will not allow this step to pass. [He added that it] ‘harms our history, our religion, 
our cultural heritage, and our legal right to our land and to our holy sites,’ and 
that ‘We will defend our Jerusalem and our land, no matter how many sacrifices 
will be required.’” 

[Official PA daily, Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, Jan. 15, 2017] 
 
Fatah: US embassy move is "explicit and open declaration of war" and "a blow to 
every prospect and effort for peace" 
Image and text posted on the official Fatah Facebook page 
 

Posted text: “A statement from the Palestinian 
National Liberation Movement ‘Fatah’: 
O masses of the heroic Palestinian people,  
O descendants of the first Martyrs (Shahids) 
and bearers of the flag of the struggle, 
O protectors of Jerusalem and the holy sites, 
and gatekeepers of the blessed Al-Aqsa 
Mosque… 
The reckless inclination to transfer the 
American embassy to Jerusalem by the one 
who leads the new American administration, 
[US President-elect Donald] Trump, constitutes 
a severe violation of all of the international 
conventions and norms and the crossing of all 
of the red lines. This constitutes a continuation 
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of the policy of blindly siding with the occupation state, and the implementation of 
this inclination means an explicit and open declaration of war on the legitimate 
rights of our people. 
 
O masses of the Palestinian people, 
 
Your movement [Fatah] – the movement of the Martyrs, wounded, and prisoners, 
which initiated the first Launch (Intilaqa) and led the outbreak of the first Intifada 
(i.e., Palestinian wave of violence and terror against Israel, 1987-1993) and the 
intifadas and uprisings that came after it, is still loyal to the promise of the 
Martyrs and the sighs of the prisoners and wounded. It will remain the spearhead 
in the struggle with the Zionist enemy.” 
 
The image shows the Fatah logo, which includes a grenade, crossed rifles, and 
the PA map of “Palestine” that presents all of Israel as “Palestine” together with 
the PA areas. 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 16, 2017] 
 
Abbas: "Transferring the American embassy to Jerusalem... will sabotage the 
peace process" 

Headline: "The [PA] president: Transferring the American embassy to Jerusalem 
is provocative and will harm the peace process" 
"[PA] President Mahmoud Abbas… conveyed a message to [US] President-elect 
Donald Trump by saying: ‘We hope that he will not transfer the embassy from Tel 
Aviv to Jerusalem as Jerusalem is a united city in the eyes of Israel, and it is not 
right and not legal. Therefore, 
transferring the embassy will 
sabotage all future progress, 
and therefore will [also] 
sabotage the peace process.’" 

[WAFA, official PA news agency, Jan. 
17, 2017] 

 
Fatah Facebook promotes rock 
throwing 
Images and text posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 

 
Posted text, and text on 
bottom left image: “Fatah 
members – [one] hand plants 
the rose of the revolution, and 
[the other] hand uproots the 
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thorns of disgrace” 
 

The top image shows a masked man wearing a Fatah headband holding a rock in his 
hand. 
 
The bottom left image shows an upraised fist next to the Palestinian flag and masked 
men throwing rocks. 
 
The bottom right image shows a person masked with a keffiyeh (Arab headdress) 
holding a slingshot poised to throw. 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 17, 2017] 
 
Abbas: If US embassy is moved to Jerusalem "it will destroy the peace process" 

Headline: "The [PA] president: We adhere to peace, and transferring the 
American embassy to Jerusalem will destroy the peace process" 
"During a joint press conference with his Polish counterpart, [Polish President 
Andrzej Duda, PA] President [Mahmoud Abbas] warned against transferring the 
American embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. He said… “If this step is 
taken, it will destroy the peace process.’ He added: 'We are not getting ahead of 
ourselves… it is better that we wait until he enters the White House and we hear 
from him directly as president of the US. Then there will be a response to every 
action, and if he decides to transfer the embassy to Jerusalem we will have a 
political and diplomatic response. We hope that it will not happen.' 
The president emphasized his adherence to peace as an option from which there 
is no return. He noted that this year is likely to be the last opportunity to speak 
and act for the implementation of the two-state solution." 

[Official PA daily, Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, Jan. 19, 2017] 
 
Fatah spokesman warns "the rage of the world will burn" if US carries out 
promised embassy move 

Headline: "Nazzal: Transferring the American embassy to Jerusalem will arouse 
the rage of the world" 
"Fatah Spokesman in Europe Jamal Nazzal said that transferring the American 
embassy from Tel Aviv to occupied Jerusalem is an illegal and illogical step. He 
warned that the rage of the world will burn, and that the gates of the conflict will 
open to the unknown if it is transferred.’" 

[Official PA daily, Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, Jan. 19, 2017] 
 

PA and Fatah officials threaten consequences of moving the US embassy to 
Jerusalem 

Headline: “The West Bank rises up – no to the transfer of the American embassy 
to Jerusalem” 
“Fatah Central Committee member Jamal Muhaisen said… ‘Transferring the 
embassy will destroy the possibilities of peace, and the response to it if it is 
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implemented will be confrontation with the occupation on the ground by all 
possible means  (term refers to events that include violence against Israeli 
civilians such as rock- throwing, stabbings, and shootings -Ed.) , alongside the 
political and legal actions of the leadership and the cancellation of the recognition 
of the State of Israel.’ … 
In Hebron, Fatah branches in the Hebron and Bethlehem districts organized a 
protest vigil yesterday as a sign of opposition to the transfer of the American 
embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. District Governor of Hebron Kamel Hamid, 
Fatah Central Committee member Abbas Zaki, PA Parliament (Legislative 
Council) member Sahr Al-Qawasmi, and several Fatah Revolutionary Council 
members participated in the event… 
 
Fatah Central Committee member Abbas Zaki mentioned the danger of the 
decision to transfer the American embassy to Jerusalem, and warned against the 
danger of the position and its consequences. He noted that the Fatah Central 
Committee has decided to oppose this decision by all means (i.e., including 
violence).’ 
 
Fatah Revolutionary Council member Khawla Al-Azraq said: ‘This [protest] vigil 
was organized at the initiative of Fatah to respond to the unbalanced American 
decision that exposes the truth of the position of the US that is biased in favor of 
Israel, which denies the rights of the Palestinian people to security and the 
establishment of its independent state.’ She explained that the event is the 
beginning of a plan of action for a struggle that will be implemented on the 
ground … 
 
Fatah Central Committee member Mahmoud Al-Aloul emphasized in a speech 
on behalf of the national activity factions that the occupation is committing many 
crimes against the Palestinian people on a daily basis, which are being joined by 
President Trump’s intention to transfer the American embassy to Jerusalem, 
which means the destruction of every agreement and any hope for the 
establishment of the Palestinian state, and the perpetuation of the occupation. Al-
Aloul added that the Palestinian people is prepared for any sacrifice for 
Jerusalem and the land of Palestine, and cannot agree to this step.” 

[Official PA daily, Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, Jan. 20, 2017] 
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Fatah celebrates planner of Munich Massacre, "who pursued the Israelis while 
they were awake and in their sleep" 
Images and text posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 
 

Posted text: “His memory will 
remain in our hearts forever. He 
lived as a fighter and died as a 
Martyr (Shahid) who was 
immortalized by his people at 
his funeral and at his final 
resting place. The commander 
who defeated the Zionist 
enemy, and was a rebel who 
pursued the Israelis while they 
were awake and in their sleep.” 
 

The image on the left shows terrorist 
Ali Hassan Salameh next to the Fatah 
logo, which features a grenade, 
crossed rifles, and the PA map of 
“Palestine” that presents all of Israel 
as “Palestine” together with the PA 
areas. 
 

Text on image: “The Fatah 
Movement and the archive of 
the Palestinian revolution 
38 years since the assassination of heroic commander 
Ali Hassan Salameh” 

 
The image on the right shows terrorist Ali Hassan Salameh. 
 

Text on image:  
“Heroic Martyr commander 
Ali Hassan Salameh 
‘Abu Hassan’” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 22, 2017] 
 
Fatah official: Terrorist who planned Munich massacre was a "name and symbol 
that imposed fear on the enemies" 

Headline: “Zaki on the anniversary of the death as a Martyr of Abu Hassan 
Salameh: He was great and imposed fear on the enemies of the revolution” 
     “Fatah Central Committee member Abbas Zaki said that commander Ali 
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Hassan Salameh (i.e., commander of the Black September terror organization) 
was a name and symbol that imposed fear on the enemies of the Palestinian 
revolution. 
Zaki added in an interview with Radio Mawtini today, Sunday [Jan. 22, 2017]: 
‘Commander Martyr (Shahid) Salameh had wisdom and a strong will. He was 
one of the pioneers of the [Fatah] Movement leadership. He accepted the 
responsibility of the leadership and carried out the special missions. He was most 
determined to learn everything possible in order to impose fear on the enemies of 
the revolution.’” 

[WAFA, official PA news agency, Jan. 22, 2017] 
 

Fatah leader Nabil Shaath: The armed struggle is our right  
Fatah-run Awdah TV program The Story of a Photograph, hosting Fatah Commissioner 
of International Relations Nabil Shaath 
 

Fatah Commissioner of 
International Relations Nabil 
Shaath: "Our cause is just. Our 
right to the armed struggle is an 
indisputable right. The Israelis 
didn't come here through 
negotiations. They did not come 
at our request. They are 
usurpers who came with 
weapons to murder and tried to 
expel [us]. They succeeded in 
expelling a large part of our 
people by force. Therefore, our right to the armed struggle is indisputable... We 
are humane people. We want to liberate our homeland. After we liberate our 
homeland, we will have no problem with living in a democratic state in which 
Jews, Muslims and Christians live - in a Palestinian Arab democratic state... [As 
a Palestinian] - your cause is just. You are occupied. Your land was stolen. Your 
rights were taken. Therefore, I've never seen any problem with carrying out the 
armed struggle while diplomatic and political activity supporting your cause is 
being carried out." 

[Fatah-run Awdah TV, Jan. 23, 2017] 
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Fatah TV music video encourages suicide bombings: “God, grant us 
Martyrdom… A million grooms and brides… have written the marriage contract in 
blood” 
Fatah-run Awdah TV, video clip of the song “Al-Aqsa Has Called” by Egyptian singer 
Muhammad Fouad that was released in 2000 during the PA terror campaign (the 
second Intifada, 2000-2005) 
 

Visual: Burning the Israeli flag 
 
Speech by Yasser 
Arafat: They [the Israelis] want 
me captive, exiled or dead - but 
I tell them: [I will be] a Martyr! 
Martyr, Martyr, Martyr. 
 
Lyrics: "Al-Aqsa has called, 
and its call is precious 
For its sake, life is insignificant, 
even if it’s precious... 
God, grant us Martyrdom there 
God, promise us, we beg of you… 
A million grooms and brides at the celebration 
Have written the marriage contract in blood on the veil" 
 
Visual: Suicide bomber Wafa Idris – She blew herself up in Jerusalem, killing 1 
and wounding over 100 
 
Lyrics: "A million grooms and brides at the celebration 
Have written the marriage contract in blood on the veil" 
 
Visual: Suicide bomber Ayyat Al-Akhras – She blew herself up in Jerusalem, 
killing 2 and wounding 28 
 
Lyrics: "Filled with desire, they are going to the Paradise of immortals 
To a wedding procession with angels that fill Palestine with light." 

[Fatah-run Awdah TV, Jan. 24, 2017] 
 
According to Islamic belief, a Martyr marries 72 Dark-Eyed Virgins in Paradise. 
Therefore a Martyr’s funeral is considered a “wedding.” Becoming a Martyr represents 
the highest religious achievement that can be attained by a Muslim. 
 
Fatah meetings held “in preparation for a fierce popular intifada... using all 
means” if US embassy is moved to Jerusalem 
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Official PA TV program The Occupied Capital, on the transfer of the American 
embassy 
 
Deputy Secretary of Fatah in 
Jerusalem, Shadi 
Mattour: "We in Fatah, at all 
levels of the movement and the 
leadership, have said that this is 
a declaration of war, the 
collapse of the peace process, 
and that it will cause an 
explosion in the street. Fatah 
has begun a series of meetings 
with all of the field leaders at 
the branches, in Shabiba (youth 
movement), and all its offices, in preparation for a fierce popular intifada if this 
decision is carried out. We won't be embarrassed or hesitate to take to the 
streets and return to confronting the occupation using all means (i.e., including 
violence) if this decision is implemented. If the embassy is moved, we think that 
America and the entire world will be witness to the collapse of the peace process 
and instability, and not only in Palestine. Yesterday, Fatah said in a statement 
that this will cause an explosion 
in the entire world." 

[Official PATV, Jan. 24, 2017] 
 
Fatah proud of suicide bomber who 
murdered 1 and wounded over 100: 
"Her pure body exploded into 
pieces in the Zionists’ faces" 
Text and image posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 
The image shows a picture of Wafa 
Idris, the first Palestinian female 
suicide bomber, who murdered 1 
Israeli and wounded over 100 others. 
In the bottom corners are the Fatah 
logo, featuring a grenade, crossed 
rifles, and the PA map of “Palestine” 
that presents all of Israel as 
“Palestine” together with the PA areas. 
 

Posted text: “Today [Jan. 27, 
2017] is the 15th anniversary of 
the first Martyrdom-seeking 
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(Istish’had) operation (i.e., terror attack) of the Al-Aqsa Intifada (i.e., PA terror 
campaign 2000-2005), which was carried out by Martyrdom-seeker Wafa Idris 
(i.e., terrorist, murdered 1 and wounded over 100), a daughter of the Fatah 
Movement. She planted an explosive belt on her body on Jaffa Street in occupied 
Jerusalem, so that her pure body would explode into pieces in the Zionists’ faces. 
One Israeli was killed in the operation and an additional 90 were wounded (sic., 
over 100), and it came in response to the assassination operation against 
commander Raed Al-Karmi (i.e., terrorist, responsible for murder of 9)." 
 
Text on image:  
"First female Martyrdom seeker 
Martyr (Shahida) Wafa Idris 
Jan. 28 (sic., 27), 2002" 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 27, 2017] 
 
Abbas, PA PM hold ceremony eulogizing terror abettor Archbishop Capucci 
Image posted on the official Fatah Facebook page  
 
The image shows former Greek 
Catholic Archbishop of Jerusalem 
Hilarion Capucci, who smuggled 
weapons to Palestinian terrorists, and 
in the background a church. 

 
Text on image: “General 
invitation 
Under the auspices of His 
Honor [PA] President Mahmoud 
Abbas 
In the presence of His Honor 
[PA] Prime Minister Dr. Rami 
Hamdallah 
The [PA] Higher Presidential Committee of Churches’ Affairs [in Palestine] invites 
you to participate in the ceremony eulogizing [former Greek Catholic] Archbishop 
[of Jerusalem] fighter Hilarion Capucci 
On Tuesday, Jan. 31, 2017, at the Red Crescent Hall at 2:00 p.m. 
‘Syrian in his origin, Palestinian in his struggle, Arab in his identity’” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 29, 2017] 
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Fatah glorifies PA policeman who committed shooting attack 
Image and text posted on the official Fatah Facebook page 
 
The image shows terrorist Amjad 
Jasser Al-Sukkari, the personal 
security guard of the PA General 
Attorney, who shot and injured 3 
Israeli soldiers on Jan. 31, 2016 before 
being shot and killed. 

 
Posted text: “The first 
anniversary of the death as a 
Martyr (Shahid) of officer Amjad 
Al-Sukkari, who carried out the 
shooting operation at the Beit-El 
checkpoint, north of Ramallah.” 

 
[Official Fatah Facebook page, Jan. 31, 2017] 

 
Fatah Facebook glorifies “the Red Prince,” terrorist planner of the Munich 
Olympics massacre 
Image and text posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 
 

Posted text: “Fatah was here 
The man who imposed fear on 
the Mossad (Israeli Secret 
Intelligence Service), Martyr 
(Shahid) commander Abu 
Hassan Salameh (i.e., 
commander of operations of the 
Black September terror 
organization)” 
 

The image shows a picture of terrorist 
Ali Hassan Salameh. 

 
Text on image: “The Red 
Prince” 

 
[Official Fatah Facebook page, Feb. 1, 2017] 
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Fatah FB: "Millions of Martyrs are 
marching on Jerusalem" 
Image and text posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 
 

Posted text: “Good morning” 
 
The image shows from left to right: A 
Palestinian flag superimposed on the 
top of the Al-Aqsa Mosque, the PA 
map of “Palestine” that presents all of 
Israel as “Palestine” together with the 
PA areas, and Yasser Arafat with the 
Dome of the Rock behind him and a 
keffiyeh (Arab headdress) pattern 
above him. 

Text on image: “Good morning 
Millions of Martyrs (Shahids) 
are marching to Jerusalem” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Feb. 2, 
2017] 

 
Fatah: “There is no force in the 

world that can remove the weapon 

from my hand” 

Text and image posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 
The image shows armed men 
 

Posted text: "My weapon has 
emerged" 
 
Text on image:  
"From my wounds, my weapon 
has emerged. 
Oh, our revolution, my weapon 
has emerged. 
There is no force in the world 
that can remove the weapon 
from my hand. 
My path is bitter, your path is 
bitter, tread on my ribs and 
advance 
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How much this revolutionary people has sacrificed to live freely." 
[Official Fatah Facebook page, Feb. 7, 2017] 

 
Fatah posts photo of Arafat and Abu Jihad: "We remain loyal to the path” 
Image and text posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 
 
The image shows Yasser Arafat and 
head of the PLO terror organization’s 
military wing Khalil Al-Wazir “Abu 
Jihad,” who was responsible for 
attacks in which a total of 125 Israelis 
were murdered. 

 
Posted text:  
“The Elder (i.e., Yasser Arafat) 
and [Khalil] Al-Wazir (i.e., 
terrorist, responsible for murder 
of 125 Israelis) 
We remain loyal to the path” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Feb. 
11, 2017] 

 
Boy recites song at Fatah event: “My bullets are loud, my rifle is an adornment” 
Video and text posted on the official Fatah Facebook page 
 
The video shows a boy reciting the opening monologue of the song Fatah Was Here by 
Adnan Balawnah, on stage at a Fatah event at Al-Quds Open University in Ramallah for 
“the Launch” (Intilaqa) of Fatah, with masked Fatah members in military uniforms and 
keffiyehs (Arab headdresses) standing at attention. 
 

Posted text: “Footage from the marking of the anniversary of the Launch 
(Intilaqa) of the Fatah Movement at Al-Quds Open University in Ramallah” 

 
Boy: “It blew to the east, it blew to the west, 
The fire and the flames ignited, 
Why are you confused? What is happening? 
After all the tidings have arrived right to us, 
Men who can destroy mountains have arrived, 
Al-Asifa (i.e., Fatah military unit, literally “the Storm”) is our hope. 
My respite is in my rifle, 
O my wounds and suffering, 
I am the Fatah giant who burst forward, 
Who called and said, 
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Several years ago, 
My bullets are loud, 
My rifle is an adornment, 
Do not tell me who I am, 
I come to resist, I do not negotiate, 
O homeland, over my dead body, 
If I see that you have shot, I will shoot, 
Know, this is our Fatah.” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Feb. 11, 2017] 
 
Fatah student movement chants “Blow up the head of the settler” at Birzeit 
University 
 
Video posted on the Facebook page of 
the Fatah Shabiba student movement 
at Birzeit University, from a ceremony 
marking “the Launch” (Intilaqa) of 
Fatah, shows masked Fatah Shabiba 
members holding assault rifles and 
dressed in military uniforms and 
keffiyehs (Arab headdresses) chant 
slogans while marching in place. The 
source of the video is a Facebook 
page called “Supporters of Martyr 
(Shahid) Yasser Arafat.” 
 

Chanting students: “We are guarding the border. There will be no concessions 
on our cause. Shabiba (i.e., Fatah student movement), become an army! 
Shabiba, become an army! Blow up the head of the settler! Blow up the head of 
the settler!”  

[Facebook page of the Fatah Shabiba student movement at 
Birzeit University, Feb. 13, 2017] 
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Fatah: Terrorist responsible for 5 murders is the “Nelson Mandela of Palestine” 
Image and text posted on the official Fatah Facebook page 

 
The image shows terrorist Marwan 
Barghouti who orchestrated three 
shooting attacks in which 5 were 
murdered. On the image appears the 
logo of the 52nd anniversary of “the 
Launch” (Intilaqa) of Fatah, which 
features the PA map of “Palestine” that 
presents all of Israel as “Palestine” 
together with the PA areas, 
a keffiyeh (Arab headdress), and the 
Fatah logo with a grenade, crossed 
rifles, and the PA map of “Palestine.” 
The Fatah logo also appears in the 
bottom right corner of the image. 

Posted text: “Brother and great 
fighter, Fatah Central 
Committee member Marwan 
Barghouti 
An important and great 
Palestinian Fatah figure, in 
whom and in whose struggle we 
take pride 
The [Nelson] Mandela of 
Palestine”  

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Feb. 15, 2017] 
 
Fatah official supports Palestinian stabbing attacks as a legal right 
Text and image posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 
 

Posted text: “How wonderful 
this man is” 

 
The image shows Fatah Movement 
Deputy Chairman Mahmoud Al-Aloul. 
 

Text on image: “How 
wonderful this man is, who the 
older he gets, the more his 
stability and the vitality of his 
powerful facial features, which 
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are almost identical to those of Martyr (Shahid) Abu Jihad (i.e., former head of 
the PLO terror organization’s military wing). If not for the white hair, we would 
have thought he was Khalil Al-Wazir (i.e., Abu Jihad)… The Zionist press has 
documented a number of standpoints and statements of his that supported 
the young people in the stabbing operations and defense of the land 
against the occupation and settlers as a legal right. He succeeded in winning the 
trust of the Fatah Movement and was appointed deputy chairman of the 
movement. Leader Mahmoud Al-Aloul Abu Jihad, may Allah help you and guide 
you to what is good for Palestine and the fighting people.” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Feb. 17, 2017] 
 
Fatah posts letter from Fatah's military wing: Nomination of movement's Deputy 
Chairman is commitment to path of terrorist "Martyrs" 
Image and text posted on the official Fatah Facebook page 

 
Posted text: “From commander 
Salem Thabet ‘Abu Al-Abd,’ 
General Commander of the Al-
Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigades (i.e., 
Fatah’s military wing) ‘Al-Asifa 
Army’ 
In the name of All Merciful Allah 
The election of national leader 
Mahmoud Al-Aloul ‘Abu Jihad’ 
as Deputy Chairman of the 
[Fatah] Movement comes as a 
proper part of the process of 
correction and the redirecting of 
the compass towards the 
Martyrs (Shahids), and out of 
loyalty to the wills of Yasser 
[Arafat] and [Khalil] Al-Wazir 
(i.e., former head of the PLO 
terror organization’s military 
wing), and commitment to the path of Salah Khalaf (i.e., head of the terror 
organization Black September), Dalal [Mughrabi] (i.e., terrorist who led murder of 
37, 12 of them children), and the two Kamals [Kamal Adwan and Kamal Nasser] 
(i.e., senior members of the Black September terror organization). 
All loyalty and appreciation for the good branch that remains of the good tree of 
Fatah. 
#Together_hand_in_hand_for_Fatah” 
 

The image shows Fatah Deputy Chairman Mahmoud Al-Aloul, and behind him a Fatah 
flag, Yasser Arafat, and the Dome of the Rock. 
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Text on image: “Walking on the path of the revolution 
Brother fighter 
Mahmoud Al-Aloul 
Fatah Movement Deputy Chairman 
Salem Thabet ‘Abu Al-Abd’” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Feb. 18, 2017] 
 
Fatah posts logo with AK-47 
Text and image posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 

 
Posted text: “The idea did not 
die with the deaths of its 
creators, but rather is igniting, 
rising, and growing in strength 
and intensity. Whoever thinks 
that it can be extinguished and 
die is mistaken, as this is an 
idea that is not prepared to do 
anything but spread.” 
 

The picture shows an AK-47 assault 
rifle laid over the Fatah logo that 
includes a grenade, crossed rifles, and 
the PA map of “Palestine” that 
presents all of Israel as “Palestine” 
together with the PA areas. 

 
Text at top right of image: “#52_Fatah” 
Text at bottom of image: “Fatah is eternal and its giving is eternal” 

 [Official Fatah Facebook page, Feb. 19, 2017] 
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Fatah glorifies arch-terrorist Abu Jihad: "He is the roaring lion, the first bullet and 
the first stone" 
Image and text posted on the official Fatah Facebook page 

 
Posted text: “Martyr (Shahid) 
leader Khalil Al-Wazir Abu Jihad 
(i.e., former head of the PLO 
terror organization’s military 
wing) – a leader whose 
greatness was as the greatness 
of the homeland” 
The image shows terrorist Khalil 
Al-Wazir – Abu Jihad. In the 
upper left corner appears the 
Fatah logo that includes a 
grenade, crossed rifles, and the 
PA map of “Palestine” that 
presents all of Israel is 
“Palestine” together with the PA 
areas. 
 
 
Text on image: “He is Al-Wazir, 
he is the Prince, he is the roaring 
lion, the first bullet and the first 
stone. He is Abu Jihad” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Feb. 20, 
2017] 
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Fatah Facebook promotes dying for “Palestine,” alongside image of Abu Jihad 
Image and text posted on the official Fatah Facebook page 

 
Posted text: “Our heads will 
remain in the heavens, while 
our legs are planted on the 
ground of our homeland. The 
path to victory and to the certain 
return will be paved with our 
skulls. The compass will never 
err in the path, and will continue 
to point towards Palestine.” 
The image shows Abu Jihad, 
former head of the PLO terror 
organization’s military wing. 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Feb. 
20, 2017] 
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Fatah FB: "I will live as a self-sacrificing fighter (Fida’i)" 
Image and text posted on the official Fatah Facebook page 

 
Posted text and text on 
image: “I will live as a self-
sacrificing fighter (Fida’i) until 
[Palestine] returns” 
 
The image shows a man 
masked in a keffiyeh (Arab 
headdress) holding an assault 
rifle, and behind him the PA 
map of “Palestine” that presents 
all of Israel as “Palestine” 
together with the PA areas. In 
the upper left corner appears 
the Fatah logo that includes a 
grenade, crossed rifles, and the 
PA map of “Palestine.” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, Feb. 
21, 2017] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fatah official: Terrorist Marwan Barghouti is a "national asset" 

“Fatah Movement Central Committee Secretary Jibril Rajoub… emphasized that 
[Fatah] leadership member Marwan Barghouti (i.e., terrorist who orchestrated 
three shooting attacks in which 5 were murdered) is a national asset that must be 
guarded, and added: ‘We will not give up on Marwan, and he must continue to be 
a uniting factor for the movement.’” 

[Official PA daily, Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, Feb. 24, 2017] 
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Fatah glorifies sniper who 
murdered 10 
Image and text posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 
 

Posted text: “Fatah’s Wadi 
Al-Haramiya sniper 
Prisoner Thaer Hammad: born 
in the village of Silwad. On 
Monday, March 3, 2002, he 
carried out a quality operation 
(i.e., terror attack) that led to the 
death of 11 Israeli soldiers and 
1 settler (sic., he murdered 3 
civilians and 7 soldiers) and the 
wounding of 9, while using an 
M1 rifle and just 26 bullets. The 
old rifle blew up immediately 
afterwards. 
The sentence: 11 life 
sentences.” 

 
The image shows terrorist Thaer 
Hammad. 
 

Text on image: “The Wadi Al-
Haramiya sniper” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page,  
March 3, 2017] 

 
 
 
 
 
Fatah Central Committee member: Terrorist who murdered 37 is a “legend” 
whose attack “spread the spirit of victory in the hearts of the Palestinians” 

Headline: “Zaki on the 39th anniversary of the operation: Dalal Mughrabi is a 
quality turning point in the history of the Palestinian struggle” 
“Fatah Movement Central Committee member and the movement’s 
Commissioner for Arab and China Relations Abbas Zaki compared the Martyr 
(Shahid) Kamal Adwan operation (i.e., the Coastal Road Massacre, 37 
murdered, 12 of them children), which was led by Dalal Mughrabi, to the 
Karameh battle (see note below –Ed.). This is because it constituted an 
additional new beginning of the Palestinian resistance due to its deep influence, 
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as it spread the spirit of victory in the hearts of the Palestinians and struck the 
Israeli occupation like lightning. 
Zaki said in an interview with Radio Mawtini today, Saturday [March 11, 2017]: 
‘On the 39th anniversary of the death as a Martyr of Palestinian fighter Dalal 
Mughrabi, we recall the planner of the operation, Martyr commander Abu Jihad 
(i.e., former head of the PLO terror organization’s military wing), who turned 
Martyr fighter Dalal into a legend who surpassed all of the military ranks and into 
a turning point in the military operations against the occupation…’ 
Zaki said: ‘The occupation is still holding the body of Martyr Dalal Mughrabi for 
the last 39 years due to its fear of her memory (sic., Mughrabi’s body was to be 
handed over to Hezbollah in Lebanon in 2008, but was found to have been lost 
due to subterranean erosion in the cemetery for terrorists and enemy soldiers).’ 
He added that the occupation state of ‘Israel’ is the only one that is losing by 
holding the bodies of the Martyrs. 
He emphasized that [Dalal’s] soul is constantly floating in the skies of Palestine, 
and said: ‘This occupation does not attribute any importance to religion, values, 
and morals.’” 

[Website of Fatah’s Information and Culture Commission, March 11, 2017] 
 
Fatah calls terrorist who murdered 37 “The Bride of Palestine” 
Image posted on the Facebook 
page of Fatah Information and 
Culture Commission  
 
The image features a photo of 
terrorist Dalal Mughrabi who led 
the murder of 37, including 12 
children. At the top right appears 
the Fatah logo that includes a 
grenade, crossed rifles, and the 
PA map of “Palestine” that 
presents all of Israel as 
“Palestine” together with the PA 
areas. 
 

Text on image: “Fatah 
Movement – East Gaza 
branch 
Information Commission 
 
The will of the bride of 
Palestine 
Martyr (Shahida) Dalal 
Mughrabi 
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1958-1978 
 

‘My will to all of you, O my rifle-bearing brothers, begins with freezing the 
secondary conflicts and intensifying the main conflict against the Zionist enemy 
and turning the rifles – all of the rifles – toward the Zionist enemy. This is 
because the independence of the Palestinian decision-making is defended by the 
rifles of the revolutionaries [who shoot] continuously.’” 

[Facebook page of Fatah Information and Culture Commission, March 11, 2017] 
 
Fatah Central Committee member: Terrorist who murdered 37 “scattered her soul 

on the soil of the land of peace,” is 

a “true rainbow of freedom” 

Image and text posted on the 
Facebook page of Fatah Central 
Committee member and Fatah 
Commissioner of Popular 
Organizations Tawfiq Tirawi 

 
Posted text: “Concerning Dalal 
Mughrabi (i.e., terrorist who led 
murder of 37, 12 of them 
children), a daughter of the land 
who scattered her soul on the 
soil of the land of peace and 
constitutes for us a Palestinian 
school for the supreme love of 
the homeland. The lady of 
complete giving for the freedom 
of the land and man. May her 
soul rest in our skies, a true 
rainbow of freedom.” 

 
The image shows terrorist Dalal 
Mughrabi wearing a keffiyeh (Arab 
headdress) and holding a Kalashnikov 
assault rifle. In the upper right appears 
another picture of Mughrabi. 

 
Text on bottom of image: 
“From the memory of Palestine 
Martyr (Shahida) Dalal 
Mughrabi” 

[Facebook page of Tawfiq Tirawi, March 11, 2017] 
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Fatah Central Committee member speaks at event in honor of terrorist who 
murdered 37 
Images and text posted on the Facebook page of Fatah Central Committee member 
and Fatah Commissioner for Arab and China Relations Abbas Zaki 
 
The top image shows Fatah Central Committee member and Fatah Commissioner for 
Arab and China Relations Abbas Zaki standing on a stage and giving a speech at a 
Fatah event for terrorist Dalal Mughrabi. Two large photos of Mughrabi adorn the stage 
together with Fatah’s logo that includes a grenade, crossed rifles, and the PA map of 
“Palestine” that presents all of Israel as “Palestine” together with the PA areas. 
 

Text on sign next to Zaki 
featuring Mughrabi’s picture: 
“Jerusalem is our oath” 

 
Posted text: “The 39th 
anniversary of the death as a 
Martyr (Shahid) of Palestinian 
fighter Dalal Mughrabi (i.e., 
terrorist who led murder of 37, 
12 of them children), one of the 
most famous Palestinian self-
sacrificing fighters (Fida’iya). 
She was born in 1958 in one of 
the refugee camps in Beirut, 
and was the daughter of a 
family from the city of Jaffa that 
escaped to Lebanon due to the 
Nakba (i.e., “the catastrophe,” 
Palestinian term for the 
establishment of the State of 
Israel) of 1948.” 

 [Facebook page of Abbas Zaki, March 
12, 2017] 
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Fatah: Terrorist who murdered 37 is a “legend that will not die” 
Images and text posted on the official 
Fatah Facebook page 
 

Posted text: “Fatah Movement 
Deputy Chairman [and Fatah 
Central Committee member] 
Mahmoud Al-Aloul ‘Abu Jihad’ 
participates in the graduation 
ceremony of the Al-Ta’ayush 
(i.e., “Coexistence”) [Training] 
Camp that was held by the 
Nablus branch of the Fatah 
Movement on the anniversary 
of the death as a Martyr 
(Shahida) of Dalal Mughrabi 
(i.e., terrorist who led murder of 
37, 12 of them children), the 
legend that will not die.” 

[Official Fatah Facebook page, March 
12, 2017] 

 
Fatah Central Committee member 
glorifies female terrorists in honor 
of International Women’s Day 

Headline: “PNN in a video: 
‘Female Stars of Bethlehem’ – 
central honor ceremony for 
female fighters and creators in 
honor of March 8 (i.e., 
International Women’s Day)” 
“In a large ceremony under the 
patronage of [Fatah Central 
Committee Secretary] Jibril 
Rajoub, the Bethlehem District 
and its Social Solidarity 
Committee launched the first 
annual ‘Female Stars of 
Bethlehem Ceremony 2017’ honor ceremony, through which a group of female 
fighters alongside female creators who excel in their professional and daily lives 
will be honored every year… 
Rajoub noted that the honoring of the five fighters and 10 creators is part of the 
ongoing Palestinian national struggle. He noted that the women of Palestine 
draw from the giving and struggle of the first female Martyrs (Shahids) of 
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Palestine, and prime among them Dalal Mughrabi (i.e., terrorist who led murder 
of 37, 12 of them children) and Laila Khaled (i.e., terrorist who took part in 
airplane hijackings), who succeeded in raising the Palestinian voice high and 
sounding it for the whole world.” 

[PNN, independent Palestinian news agency, March 12, 2017] 
 
The article includes pictures of Fatah Central Committee Secretary Jibril Rajoub 
presenting honorary plaques at the ceremony. The plaques feature the PA map of 
“Palestine” that presents all of Israel as “Palestine” together with the PA areas. 


